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With the development of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology, UAV swarm confrontation has attracted many researchers’
attention. However, the situation faced by the UAV swarm has substantial uncertainty and dynamic variability. The state space
and action space increase exponentially with the number of UAVs, so that autonomous decision-making becomes a difficult
problem in the confrontation environment. In this paper, a multiagent reinforcement learning method with macro action and
human expertise is proposed for autonomous decision-making of UAVs. In the proposed approach, UAV swarm is modeled as
a large multiagent system (MAS) with an individual UAV as an agent, and the sequential decision-making problem in swarm
confrontation is modeled as a Markov decision process. Agents in the proposed method are trained based on the macro
actions, where sparse and delayed rewards, large state space, and action space are effectively overcome. The key to the success
of this method is the generation of the macro actions that allow the high-level policy to find a near-optimal solution. In this
paper, we further leverage human expertise to design a set of good macro actions. Extensive empirical experiments in our
constructed swarm confrontation environment show that our method performs better than the other algorithms.

1. Introduction

UAVs have the advantages of low cost, flexible maneuver-
ability, strong concealment, and ability to perform in harsh
environments. Therefore, they are widely used in the mili-
tary field and have played an essential role in many local
wars. Nevertheless, a single UAV is limited by its detection
range and weapon load, making it difficult to complete com-
plex tasks. The use of multiple UAVs, which is in coordina-
tion through communication between UAVs, can expand
the perception of the environmental situation, achieve coor-
dinated task assignment, collaborative reconnaissance, and
attack, and effectively improve the survivability and overall
combat effectiveness [1]. This environment, where multiple
UAVs cooperate with allies and compete with the enemies,
naturally constitutes a multiagent system. In such a dynam-
ically changing environment, training UAVs to complete
complex tasks together has essential research significance.

The existing UAV swarm confrontation methods include
the differential game-based methods, the expert system-
based methods, and the guidance law-based methods. These
methods have good performance in a simple, small-scale
scenario, but they are not suitable for large-scale, complex,
and unknown scenarios. In recent years, as a way to solve
decision-making problems, reinforcement learning is widely
used in single-agent confrontation environments, such as
Atari games [2] and Go [3]. Compared with traditional algo-
rithms such as differential games and expert systems, rein-
forcement learning does not rely on environmental models.
Instead, it mainly optimizes its policy through the reward
function, which has more significant advantages in large-
scale and complex environments. Therefore, using reinforce-
ment learning-related theories to solve UAV swarm confron-
tation is a promising method. However, single-agent
reinforcement learning (RL) methods, such as DQN [2] and
DDPG [4], are not suitable for MAS since the state-action
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space increase exponentially with the number of UAVs. More-
over, single RL may suffer from nonstationary due to the con-
currency of multiagent policy updates, resulting in ineffective
cooperation between multiple agents.

To address these problems, researchers extend single-
agent RL algorithms tomultiagent settings. For example, Lowe
et al. [5] propose a multiagent deep deterministic policy gradi-
ent (MADDPG) algorithm, an extension of the DDPG algo-
rithm. Following the centralized learning and decentralized
execution paradigm, each agent in MADDPG needs to input
all agents’ local observations and actions during training, while
only the local observation of each agent needs to be input dur-
ing execution. Besides, other algorithms such as DIAL [6] and
ATOC [7] have been proposed to learn communication to
promote cooperation between agents.

However, it is challenging to design immediate rewards for
evaluating the quality of actions in the UAV swarm confronta-
tion environment. Therefore, only sparse rewards are used to
guide the training of policies. As a result, most MARL algo-
rithms are hard to learn effective cooperation policies. In addi-
tion, as the joint action space increases exponentially with the
number of UAVs, the space that the MARL algorithm needs
to explore is increased dramatically, leading to a longer algo-
rithm convergence time. To solve these problems, we propose
a hierarchical multiagent deep deterministic policy gradient (h-
MADDPG)method for UAV swarm confrontation.With tem-
poral abstraction, the difficulties of learning with sparse reward
are reduced by decomposing the original problem intomultiple
levels of abstractions. Furthermore, to reduce the action space
that needs to be explored by agents, we leverage human exper-
tise to abstract the primitive action spaces into a set of macro
actions. Experimental results show that cooperative strategies
are easier to learn based on macro actions at a high level.

This paper proposes a new MARL algorithm in a UAV
swarm confrontation scenario with sparse reward and large
action space. We show that temporal abstraction and macro
action can facilitate MARL policy learning. Our contribu-
tions can be summarized as follows:

(i) We design a hierarchical MARL framework for
UAV swarm confrontation, and its high-level policy
makes decisions at a relatively low frequency while
the low-level policy makes decisions at every time
step, which can effectively solve the sparse and
delayed reward problem in the UAV swarm con-
frontation environment

(ii) A set of macro actions is designed through human
expertise so that the action space explored by agents
is reduced, which also helps RL agent learn effective
cooperation strategies at a higher level and improves
the interpretability of selected actions

(iii) We compared our method with several other RL
algorithms in our constructed UAV swarm confron-
tation environment. The experimental results show
that our algorithm can greatly improve the winning
rate of UAV confrontation, learn effective coopera-
tion strategies, and increase the convergent speed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we present the related work. Then, preliminaries are
provided in Section 3, and Section 4 explains our proposed
h-MADDPG in detail. Next, experiment and results analysis
are presented in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in
Section 6.

2. Related Work

UAV swarm confrontation is mainly studied with heuristic
algorithms and nonlearning strategies [8], but these algo-
rithms have certain limitations. For example, the guidance
law method is an algorithm that guides the UAV to the des-
ignated target point; although it is simple and easy to imple-
ment, it needs to know the enemy’s control strategy or
dynamic model in advance, which is impractical in actual
confrontation tasks. The differential game method can learn
how to act without prior knowledge of the agent, but this
method has many problems such as too many state vari-
ables, complex differential equations, and challenging to
solve the analytical equations, so it is difficult to be applied
to complex multiagent environments. Expert system method
is based on the prior knowledge of human experts in related
fields to establish its system model, and according to the cur-
rent state of UAV, through fuzzy matching method to select
the predefined action strategy in the knowledge base, it
depends on the rules made by a large number of human
experts; in the complex environment of UAV cluster con-
frontation, it is impossible to make rules and ensure the
optimality of decision.

Reinforcement learning is a method that does not rely on
any model or prior knowledge and optimizes its behavior by
exploring to maximize the reward function. In recent years,
MARL has attracted wide attention from researchers, which
provides a new idea for swarm confrontation [9]. The UAV
swarm can be modeled as a multiagent system. Each agent
needs to cooperate with teammates to defeat the enemy to
be regarded as a cooperative multiagent system. The natural
way to solve the multiagent decision-making problem is to
directly use the single-agent RL algorithm in the multiagent
system. Tampuu et al. [10] trained each agent with an inde-
pendent Q-network in the ALE [11] environment, where
each agent maximizes its own expected return. Since the
state transition and reward of the environment depend on
all agents, once an agent’s policy changes, this will result in
a nonstationary environment. Besides, this method cannot
promote practical cooperation between agents.

Researchers have proposed two development routes to
overcome these problems: value decomposition (VD) and
actor-critic (AC) methods. Representative VD methods
include VDN [12] and QMIX [13]. The basic idea of the
VDN method is to centrally train a joint Q-network, which
is obtained by adding the local Q-networks of all agents. In
this way, the nonstationary environment can be handled
through centralized training, and the complex interrelation-
ships between agents can be decoupled. The QMIX algo-
rithm is an improvement of the VDN. Instead of sum,
QMIX uses a mixing network to combine the local Q-values,
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representing the complex interrelationships between agents.
Jiang et al. [14] combines the VD and the group communi-
cation method to ensure cooperation between the various
groups. The AC algorithm uses the framework of centralized
learning and decentralized execution (CTDE), which
addresses the nonstationary environment and makes the
system scalable; representative algorithms are MADDPG
[5] and MAAC [15]. MADDPG assumes that each agent
can access all other agents’ local observations and actions
during training so that it can deal with a nonstationary envi-
ronment. For MADDPG, the critic network corresponding
to each agent inputs the other agents’ local observations
and actions indiscriminately. Nevertheless, in real-world
applications, the agent pays extra attention to the other
agents, for which MAAC introduces the attention mecha-
nism into the construction of the Q function. Tang et al.
[16] propose hierarchical deep MARL with temporal
abstraction in a cooperative environment, in which agents
can learn effective cooperation strategies under different
time scales. Inspired by the feudal RL [17] architecture, Ahi-
lan and Dayan [18] propose feudal multiagent hierarchies
(FMH) to promote cooperation between agents. In this
research, a “manager” agent is responsible for setting goals
for multiple “workers” to maximize extrinsic rewards, and
“workers” are rewarded for completing the set goals.

There are also two technical methods to apply reinforce-
ment learning to UAV swarm confrontation. One method is
to regard each UAV as an agent, where each UAV can only
obtain environmental information through local observa-
tions, and UAVs are independent of each other. For
example, Yang et al. [19] propose an UAV air combat auton-
omous maneuver decision algorithm based on DDPG. How-
ever, this method ignores the interactions between UAVs,
which greatly reduces the cooperation between UAVs, so it
does not perform well in complex scenes. Another method
is to adopt CTDE, where UAVs can access the action and
state information of all other allies during training, while
only local observations are required during policy execution,
which can not only improve the cooperation between UAVs
but also effectively reduce the communication burden. Xuan
and Ke [20] realize the autonomous decision-making
control of UAV without communication based on the
MADDPG algorithm in confrontation environment. After-
wards, they extend this framework to the MAPPO algorithm
[21]. Unfortunately, this method is only suitable for small-
scale UAV clusters. When the cluster scale is large, the
model will suffer from the curse of dimensionality. At the
same time, sparse reward is also a challenge to apply
reinforcement learning to UAV swarm confrontation.
Compared with the above methods, our algorithm can
not only improve the cooperation ability between UAVs
but also deal with the problems of curse of dimensionality
and sparse reward.

3. Preliminary

In this section, we first define the problem to be solved by
MARL and the flight constraints of UAVs. Then, we provide
a multiagent model permitting macro actions, a particular

case of semi-Markov decision processes (semi-MDP).
Finally, we define macro actions and explain MADDPG
in detail.

3.1. Problem Definition. In this work, we construct a UAV
swarm confrontation environment based on the multiagent
particle environment [22] used in MADDPG [5]. In this
confrontation scenario, the red and blue UAV swarms com-
pete against each other, and the one that destroys more
enemy UAVs within the specified time wins. For simplicity,
the UAV swarm of the red side and the blue side is homoge-
neous. The UAV follows the following constraints in the
confrontation process.

3.1.1. Initial Coordinates. In the initial state, the two groups
of UAVs are located on both sides of the target area and they
are in a line, respectively. The position of UAV i of a group is
ðxmin, ymin + i × ΔyÞ, and the position of UAV j of the
another group is ðxmax, ymin + j × ΔyÞ, where Δy is the inter-
val between the vertical coordinates of adjacent UAVs.

3.1.2. Height and Boundary Constraints. Since the simulation
environment is two-dimensional, the height of UAV is lim-
ited to the same plane. In addition, the target area is bounded,
and the UAV cannot exceed its range, that is the coordinates
of UAV i need to meet −4000m < xi, yi < 4000m.

3.1.3. Velocity and Acceleration Constraints. Limited by the
performance of UAV, the speed and acceleration of UAV i
should also meet certain restrictions 20m/s < vi < 40m/s,
−5m/s2 < ai < 5m/s2.

3.1.4. Obstacle Constraint. In order to be closer to the real
environment, we randomly set two obstacles in the initial
state. During flight, the UAV cannot collide with obstacles;
otherwise, it will crash. The distance dou between UAV and
obstacle should meet dou > Ro + Ru, where Ro is the radius
of the obstacle and Ru is the radius of the UAV. The algo-
rithm evaluation in Section 5.2 will be carried out in the
environment with and without obstacles, respectively.

The following four properties can describe each UAV
(agent) in this scenario: position ðx, yÞ, speed v, heading φ,
and attacking zone ðR, βÞ, where the attacking zone is a
sector of ðR, βÞ in front of the UAV. The heading and
speed determine the motion state of the UAV in the
environment. Therefore, the update of UAV status follows
the following rules:

φt+1 = φt + pt × φmax, ð1aÞ

vt+1 = vt + at × dt, ð1bÞ

xt+1 = xt + vt × cos φtð Þ × dt, ð1cÞ

yt+1 = yt + vt × sin φtð Þ × dt, ð1dÞ
where p and a represent the heading change and accelera-
tion of the UAV, respectively, which are output by the
UAV control module, φmax is the maximum angle of
UAV heading change at each time step, defined as 30
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degrees in this paper, and dt is the time interval of the
simulation, defined as 1 second.

At any time t, the relationship between the UAV and
the target within its detection range can be represented
by ðδijðtÞ, dijðtÞ, θijðtÞÞ, and t is omitted for clarity when
there is no ambiguity. As illustrated in Figure 1, the coordi-
nate of the red UAV i is ðxi, yiÞ, and the blue one is ðxj, yjÞ.
The relative position between the two UAVs is δij, and the
Euclidean distance between them is dij. θij is the attacking
angle of red UAV i relative to blue UAV j. They are calcu-
lated by the following equation.

δij = xj − xi, yj − yi
� �

,

dij = δij
�� ��

2,

θij = arctan
δyij
δxij

:

ð2Þ

Only when the distance and attacking angle between
the attacker i and the target j satisfy the following condi-
tions, the attacker i has a certain probability of destroying
another UAV:

dij < R,

θij <
β

2 :
ð3Þ

3.2. Markov Games. In this paper, UAV swarm confronta-
tion is modeled as a partially observable Markov games
[23] augmented with a set of macro actions. Formally,
the Markov games can be represented as a tuple <I , S ,
A , O,X ,Ω,T ,R > , where I is a finite set of N agents,
S is a set of global states, A = fA igNi=0 is a set of joint
primitive actions, O = fOigNi=0 is a set of joint local obser-
vations, X = fX igNi=0 is a set of joint intrinsic observations
derived from local observations, and Ω is a set of macro
actions abstracted with human expertise. Each agent i
receives local observation oi ∈ Oi from the environment.
The policy of agent i depends on the local observation
such that πh

i : Oi ×Ω⟶ ½0, 1�, then conditioned on the
macro action; the low-level policy performs primitive
action πl

i : X i ×Ω⟶ ½0, 1�. According to the state transi-
tion function T : S ×A1 ×⋯ ×AN × S ⟶ ½0, 1�, the
environment transitions to the next state. R : S ×A i
⟶ℝ is a reward function assigning a extrinsic reward
ri for taking primitive action. Each agent is aimed at
maximizing its own discounted sum of future rewards
∑∞

t=0 γ
tri,t where γ is a discount factor.

3.3. Macro Actions. A macro action is defined as a finite
sequence of primitive actions. Once the agent selects a
macro action, it selects the primitive actions following the
macro action until the termination condition of the macro
action is satisfied. For example, chasing an enemy UAV
could be a macro action. This macro action enables the

UAV to skip planning at the level of velocity or direction. If
bad weather is encountered along the way, the UAV can safely
change the primitive actions of the flight to avoid a crash while
still executing the macro action of chasing the enemy UAV.

The design of macro action needs to follow the following
principles: (i) keep a certain distance from allies, and neither
fall behind nor collide with each other; (ii) support teammates
in time when they are in danger; and (iii) in the process of con-
frontation, allies cooperate with each other to attack the
enemy, so as tomaximize damage and reduce their own losses.
Based on the above principles, we design the macro action
space as fCruise, Chase, Escape, Fire, Supportg. At the begin-
ning of the confrontation, the UAV needs to follow the cluster
and Cruise the combat area. When an enemy UAV is detected
and our UAV is in an advantageous situation, it will execute
the Chase action until the enemy target enters the attack range,
and then execute the Fire action to destroy the enemy target. If
our UAV is in a disadvantage situation, it will perform an
Escape action to avoid casualties; then, neighboring allies will
perform Support actions to help it.

3.4. MADDPG. MADDPG extends the single-agent RL algo-
rithm DDPG to multiagent settings. Each agent contains
actor networks and critic networks. The actor network is
responsible for the action selection of the agent based on
local observations. The critic network is responsible for eval-
uating the action selected by the actor network. To solve the
nonstationarity in the multiagent environment, each agent’s
critic network needs to access the observations and actions
of teammates during training. Through this implicit infor-
mation exchange, agents are effectively coordinated. In this
way, MADDPG is trained with a global state (centralized
training), but only local observations are required for execu-
tion (decentralized execution).

We parameterize the policy π = fπ1,⋯, πNg of each
agent as ϕ = fϕ1,⋯, ϕNg. For agent i, the policy gradient of
its discounted sum of future rewards is computed by the
following equation.

∇ϕi
J πið Þ = Es,a~D ∇ϕi

πi ai ∣ oið Þ∇ai
Qπ

i s, ai,⋯, aN jai=πi oið Þ
h i

, ð4Þ

Attacking zone

Vj

Vi

dij

R

(xi, yi)

𝜃ij

𝛽

Figure 1: Red and blue UAV situation relationship.
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where s is the global state, D is an experience replay buffer,
and Qπ

i is the value function modeled by the critic network.
Sampling transitions from the replay buffer and the critic
network can be updated by the Equation (5). �Q and �π are
the target network.

L ϕið Þ = Es,a,ri ,s′ Qπ
i s, a1,⋯, aNð Þ − yð Þ2

h i
,

where y = ri + γ�Q�π s′, a1′ ,⋯, aN′
� ����

aj′=�π j ojð Þ:
ð5Þ

4. Methods

This section proposes a novel hierarchical MARL framework
consisting of a two-level hierarchy. At the top level, the policy
searches macro actions in a smaller macro action space and at
a lower temporal resolution. At the low level, conditioned on
the choices of macro actions, the low-level policy of each agent
independently executes primitive actions at every low-level
time step. Furthermore, the macro actions are abstracted from
primitive actions with prior knowledge, which can effectively
integrate the advantages of human expertise and RL agents
to facilitate UAV swarm confrontation.

4.1. Hierarchies. The high level of h-MADDPG is composed
of a set of discrete macro actions abstracted from human
expertise. It collectively divides the primitive action space
into several smaller subspaces that can be efficiently
explored. The objective of the high-level policy is to maxi-
mize the discounted sum of future rewards. We can use a
conventional Q-network for the high-level policy whose
input is the local observation and output is Q-values for each
macro action. Nevertheless, agents select macro actions con-
currently, which may lead to inconsistent behavior. For
example, some UAVs choose to attack a specific enemy
UAV, while some teammates choose to escape, which will
result in unnecessary casualties. To better coordinate the
choice of macro action, we use MADDPG as the high-level
policy to train agents. The actor network and critic network
of the high-level policy are updated by the following equa-
tions, respectively.

∇ϕhi
J πh

i

� �
= Es,ω~D ∇ϕhi

πh
i ωi ∣ oið Þ∇ωi

Qπh

i s, ωi,⋯, ωN jωi=πh
i oið Þ

h i
,

ð6Þ

L ϕhi

� �
= ED Qπh

i st , ω1,⋯, ωNð Þ − y
� �2

� �
,

where y = 〠
t

′=0n−1 rt+t′ + γ�Q�πh

st+n, ω1′ ,⋯, ωN′
� ����

ω j
′=�πh

j ojð Þ:

ð7Þ
In order to be able to output discrete macro actions, the

reparameterization trick is used in this paper. As Figure 2
shows, the high level can be regarded as a semi-MDP since
macro actions will last for n time steps. Each agent i receives
local observation oi,t , and the high-level policy selects a
macro action ωi,t ∈Ω, the next macro action ωi,t+n will not

be selected until this macro action is terminated after n steps
of primitive actions. The advantages of human expertise and
agents can complement each other.

After a macro action is selected, an agent follows it for the
next n time steps, during which it can only take actions related
to the macro action. Unlike the high-level hierarchy, the low-
level policy searches in continuous primitive actions, and it
can be modeled as MDPs. Each agent i receives the intrinsic
observation xi,t derived from local observation oi,t and then
chooses the primitive actions ai,t ∈Aω based on the intrinsic
observation and the macro action from the high level where
Aω ⊆A i is the set of all available primitive actions under the
current macro actions. The objective of the low-level policy
is to maximize the cumulative intrinsic reward.

The training of the high-level policy is described in
Algorithm 1. To facilitate cooperation between agents, h-
MADDPG adopts a centralized learning and decentralized
execution paradigm during the training of high-level hierar-
chy. Following this paradigm, the critic of each agent can
access the state and action information of all teammates
during training so that the environment is stable even if the
policies of other agents change. After the training, the agent
only uses an independent actor for distributed execution.

4.2. Macro Actions and Pretraining. The key to our approach
is to abstract macro actions from primitive actions. The
macro action space in our method is abstracted based on
human expertise. In a large-scale UAV swarm confronta-
tion, the actions of individual UAVs are selected indepen-
dently without global control. Therefore, it is necessary to
design a set of macro actions for all UAVs so that individual
UAVs can choose the optimal decision in the macro action
set based on their respective real-time air combat situation.
The macro actions of the UAV are defined as follows:

(i) Cruise. If no enemy target is found during the flight,
the UAV’s behavior at this time is set to fly toward
the preset destination. This macro action’s intrinsic
reward is designed as a negative distance from the
preset destination

(ii) Chase. Suppose the UAV detects an enemy target
(UAV) during the cruise, but the target is still beyond
its attack range. In that case, the UAV needs to esti-
mate the situation of the target enemy aircraft. If the
situation assessment result is advantageous, the
high-level policy makes a decision close to the target.
This macro action’s intrinsic reward is designed as a
negative distance from the enemy target

(iii) Escape. Suppose the UAV detects an enemy target
(UAV) during the cruise, and the result of the
situation estimation is inferior, whether or not the
enemy target has entered the UAV’s attack range.
In that case, it should decide to stay away from the
target. The intrinsic reward of this macro action is
designed to be the distance from the enemy target

(iv) Fire. Suppose the target is within the attacking zone
of the UAV, and the result of the situation
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assessment between the UAV and the target enemy
UAV is an advantage. In that case, it should decide
to attack the target. When the UAVmakes an effective
attack action, it receives an intrinsic reward value of +1

(v) Support. When the UAV does not find the target
and the ally is at a disadvantage, the UAV needs
to be close to the ally to support teammates. This

macro action’s intrinsic reward is designed as a neg-
ative distance from the ally who needs support.

If both high-level and low-level policies are trained
simultaneously, then the low level may not perform macro
actions well. Thus, it would be beneficial for the low-level
policy to grasp how to perform macro actions. We leverage
a bottom-up pretraining procedure to address this problem,

Oi, 1

𝜔i, 1

ai, 1

xi, 1

ai, 2 ai, 3 ai, 4 ai, 5 ai, 6 ai, 7

xi, 2 xi, 3 xi, 4 xi, 5 xi, 6 xi, 7

𝜔i, 3 𝜔i, 6

Oi, 3 Oi, 6

Start End

Local observation

Intrinsic observation

Macro actions

Primitive actions

Figure 2: Hierarchical decision process of agent i.

Input: Pretrained low-level policies πl = fπl
1,⋯, πl

Ng for all agents
Output: model
1: Randomly initialize the high-level networks πh = fπh

1,⋯, πh
Ng and critic networks Qh = fQh

1,⋯,Qh
Ng

2: for each episode do
3: Get local observation o0 = fo1,0,⋯, oN ,0g and global state s0
4: t = 0
5: while t < Tdo
6: Select macro actions ωt = fω1,t ,⋯, ωN ,tg for all agents, where ωt = πhðotÞ
7: for t ′ = 1, ndo
8: Select primitive actions at+t′ = fa1,t+t′,⋯, aN ,t+t′g conditioned on the macro actions at+t′ = πlðxt+t′, ωtÞ, where xt+t′ =
fx1,t+t′,⋯, xN ,t+t′g are the intrinsic observations

9: Execute primitive actions at+t′
10: Observe new intrinsic observations xt+t′+1 and receive extrinsic rewards rt+t′ = fr1,t+t′,⋯, rN ,t+t′g
11: end for
12: Get new local observation ot+n and new global state st+n
13: Rt = f∑n

j=0 r1,t+j,⋯,∑n
j=0 rN ,t+jg

14: Store transition ðst , ωt, Rt, ot, st+n, ot+nÞ in D
15: Sample a random minibatch of M transitions ðsi, ωi, Ri, oi, si+1, oi+1Þ from D
16: Update the parameters of πh and Qh according to Equation (6) and (7)
17: t = t + n
18: end while
19: end for

Algorithm 1: The high-level policy training in h-MADDPG.
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in which the low-level policies are pretrained before high-
level policies.

4.3. Parameter Sharing. There is a large number of UAVs
with identical properties in our scenario. For convenience,
we implement parameter sharing among the same macro
actions of agents with similar input dimensions, which also
improves training efficiency. The training results are very
similar to that obtained by policy networks without param-
eter sharing.

4.4. Action Masking and Death Masking. In the UAV
confrontation environment, some actions should not be
executed due to the limitation of the scene. For example, a
UAV cannot perform an attack action when there is no
target in its attack range; it cannot execute chase action
when there is no target in its detection range. Therefore, to
make the probability of selecting unavailable actions 0, we
mask out the unavailable actions during the forward and
backward pass.

In centralized training, the critic network needs to input
the states of all our agents. However, as the policy network
has not been trained, our UAVs may die during the training
process. Moreover, the state of the dead agent input to the
critic network amplifies the bias of the learned value func-
tion, which will hinder the policy learning of other alive
agents. Consequently, we make the state of the dead agent
as a zero vector, which is supported by the dropout tech-

nique [24]; replacing some states with a certain probability
can make the training robust.

4.5. Agent-Specific Global State. In MADDPG, the input to
the critic network is the concatenation of all agents’ local
observations, i.e., ðo1,⋯, oNÞ. However, when the number
of agents N is too large or the local observation dimension
oi is too high, the input dimension is too high for the critic
network to converge. What is more serious is that incorrect
value function will further hurt actor network updating.

A practical solution is to use the global state provided by
the environment. The global state includes information
about UAVs that are out of sight, which reduces a partially
observable MDP to an MDP and makes the critic network
learning much more effortless. However, it lacks some infor-
mation contained in the local observation, such as relative
position, distance from all other UAVs, and available
actions. As described in research [25], the loss of the essen-
tial information will result in a bad result. Therefore, the
agent-specific global state is used in our method, containing
the agent-specific features and other global information.

5. Experiments and Results

We construct a UAV swarm confrontation environment
described in Section 3.1. This section shows the effectiveness
of our proposed h-MADDPG algorithm, and then we
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Figure 3: Comparison of our method against baseline algorithms in different UAV scales.
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compare it with the independent DDPG (i-DDPG) and
MADDPG.

5.1. Experiment Setup. In this section, we compare h-
MADDPG, MADDPG, and i-DDPG in our constructed
environment, where the allied UAVs are controlled by
agents we trained, and the enemy UAVs are controlled by
a heuristic rule to attack the nearest enemy within its attack
range. Therefore, a proper strategy is essential to maximize
the damage to enemy UAVs while minimizing the damage
to itself, which needs a range of collaborative skills.

The agent-specific global state required for MARL train-
ing is illustrated in Section 4.5, including each UAV’s head-
ing, distance, relative position, and attacking angle to the
specific UAV, while the local observation only includes the
information of UAVs in the detection range. The UAV
destroying an enemy unit will be given a reward of +1, and
a reward of -1 will be given when it is destroyed. An extra
bonus of +3 will be given to each team member who won
the final victory. The UAV in the environment has 6
available primitive actions, i.e., no-op, turn-left, turn-right,
accelerate, decelerate, and fire. The high level of h-MADDPG
is trained over macro actions, and each macro action is
executed for up to 5-time steps. All agents choose their macro
actions concurrently. For MADDPG and i-DDPG, the agents
are trained based on primitive actions.

For comparison, the actor networks of the three algo-
rithms all consist of 2 hidden layers with 128/128 units,
and the critic network has the same structure. The learning
rates are 0.0004/0.001 for the actor and critic network. We
set the discount factor to 0.95, the batch size to 256, and
the replay buffer size to 500000. The neural networks are
updated every 100 steps. For h-MADDPG, we share the
parameters for high-level and low-level policies, and the
low-level policies are pretrained before the high-level poli-
cies. Parameter sharing, action masking, death masking,
and agent-specific global state are used in all three methods.
All experiments are carried out with five different random
seeds for evaluation, and results are shown with a 95% con-
fidence interval and moving averaged with a window of 3.

5.2. Evaluations.We evaluate our algorithms in three scenar-
ios with different UAV scales, i.e., 3 vs. 3, 5 vs. 5, and 10 vs.
10. Figure 3 shows the experimental results of different
methods in three scenarios. In the 3 vs. 3 scenario, our
h-MADDPG can effectively defeat the enemy and achieve
a winning rate of 87% while the i-DDPG and MADDPG
can reach about 82% and 66%, respectively, indicating that
our algorithm results are roughly the same as other algo-
rithms in the 3 vs. 3 scenario. This is because the action space
in the 3 vs. 3 scenario is not large enough to take full advan-
tage of our algorithm. However, the winning rates of i-DDPG

Cruise

Cruise

Cruise

(a)

Chase

Chase

Chase

(b)

Support

Escape Chase

(c)

Figure 4: Visualization of macro actions selected in one episode in 3 vs. 3. (a) t = 7. (b) t = 21. (c) t = 35.
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and MADDPG in the 5 vs. 5 scenario are 70% and 50%,
respectively; and in the 10 vs. 10 scenario, they are 57% and
59%, respectively, indicating that they may fail to learn a
good policy, while h-MADDPG has a winning rate of 88%
in 5 vs. 5 and 91% in 10 vs. 10 scenarios, respectively. This
suggests that our proposed method outperforms the i-
DDPG and MADDPG methods. Moreover, as the scale of
UAV swarm becomes larger, the winning rate of h-
MADDPG becomes higher. We argue that this is due to the
fact that when the scale of UAV swarm is larger, the heuristic
algorithm of the enemy is no longer applicable. Another
interesting result is that the single-agent algorithm DDPG
performed slightly better than the multiagent algorithm
MADDPG in the experiment, which shows that MADDPG
did not learn an effective cooperation strategy from the
sparse and delayed reward.

As we expected, the experimental results verify the supe-
riority of the algorithm over the baseline algorithms. In the 3
vs. 3 scenario, both input dimension and action space can be
effectively processed by i-DDPG and MADDPG. Conse-
quently, the winning rate of h-MADDPG is close to these
two algorithms. When the cluster size increases to 10 vs.
10, the joint primitive action space becomes C10, where C
represents the continuous action space of each UAV and
10 is the number of UAVs, while the joint macro action
space is 510, where 5 is the number of the macro actions of
each UAV. Since the continuous action space C is much
greater than 5, the joint primitive action space is much larger
than the joint macro action space. Therefore, h-MADDPG
based on macro action can fully explore the action space
and make the performance of the algorithm more excellent.
In addition, because the upper strategy makes decisions
every n steps, it can effectively alleviate the problem of sparse
reward in the environment and make the algorithm con-
verge faster. In a word, the advantages of h-MADDPG algo-
rithm mainly owe to small joint action space and sparse
decision-making.

Figure 4 shows the decision-making process of our
UAVs during the confrontation. We see that all UAVs select
Cruise in the beginning (Figure 4(a)) to search for the target.
Then, when they observe the target, they chase the target and
attack (Figure 4(b)). When the situation is unfavorable for
our UAV, it executes an escape strategy and attracts enemy
UAV into the attack range of its teammate (Figure 4(c)). It
indicates that h-MADDPG has learned an effective coopera-
tion strategy.

In order to verify the performance of the algorithms in a
more realistic environment, we add obstacles to the environ-
ment. The initial state of 3 vs. 3 confrontation scene with
obstacles is shown in Figure 5. Two obstacles are randomly
placed in the environment, and the UAV too close to them
will be destroyed and receive a reward of -1. As can be seen
from Figure 6, i-DDPG and MADDPG have both had a
lower winning rate in obstacle-free environments than in
obstacle environments. Except that in the 10 vs. 10 scenario,
the winning rate of h-MADDPG in the environment with
obstacles decreases, and the winning rate remains basically
unchanged in the 3 vs. 3 and 5 vs. 5 scenarios. We argue that
this is because when the cluster size becomes larger, the

UAVs in the environment are too crowded, which makes
some UAVs inevitably collide with obstacles and causes
them to crash.

5.3. Ablation Studies. This section investigates the effect of
three improvements of the algorithm (action masking, death
masking, and agent-specific global state) on policy perfor-
mance. The following experiments are conducted in an
obstacle-free environment.

First, we evaluate the effect of using action masking and
death masking in Figure 7. We observe that using an action
masking or death masking benefits h-MADDPG’s perfor-
mance. In particular, in the 10 vs. 10 scenario, using an
action masking and death masking improves the winning
rate of UAV confrontation and speeds up the learning rate.

Then, we compare the agent-specific global state with the
original global state representation (the concatenation of
local observations). Figure 8 suggests that it is tough for h-
MADDPG using the concatenated local observation to con-
verge, particularly in the scenario with many UAVs, which is
caused by the much higher state dimension compared with
the agent-specific global state. In the 10 vs. 10 scenario, the
policy using the concatenation of local observations did
not learn an effective cooperation strategy. First, this is
because the input dimension of the critic network is too
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Figure 5: The initial state of 3 vs. 3 confrontation scene with
obstacles.
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high, which makes it difficult for the neural network to con-
verge. Second, the lack of information about UAVs that are
out of range results in a nonstationary environment.

These experimental results show that our proposed
improvement measures can improve the policy’s perfor-
mance and speed up the learning process.
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5.4. Macro Action Interval. In our framework, the high-level
policy chooses macro actions to each agent every n time
steps, where n is the macro action interval. The macro action
interval determines the selection frequency of macro action
in the low-level policy and may seriously affect the perfor-
mance of h-MADDPG. In order to have a clearer understand-
ing of this effect, we test the performance of the algorithm
under different macro action intervals in the above three
scenarios. From Figure 9, we can see that the macro action
interval plays a vital role in performance; when the macro
action interval is 5 time steps, the experimental results are
the best in all three scenarios.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we study the UAV swarm confrontation prob-
lem with hierarchical multiagent reinforcement learning
methods. Compared with the baseline algorithms i-DDPG
and MADDPG, the winning rate of our proposed h-
MADDPG algorithm is improved by 34% and 32% in the sce-
nario of 10 vs. 10, respectively. In addition, the convergence
speed of the model training is also accelerated. This proves
that our algorithm can effectively solve the problems of
dimensionality curse and sparse reward in large-scale swarm
confrontation. Moreover, three efficient training techniques
are leveraged in our method, where action masking can pre-
vent UAV from invalid attack and reduce ammunition waste,
and death masking can not only reduce the invalid detection
of UAV but also reduce the estimation deviation of the value
function of the model, and the agent-specific global state
ensures the necessary information required for model training
while reducing the input dimension of neural network. Empir-
ically, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm
and the training techniques. In future work, we aim to test
the performance of h-MADDPG on a more realistic environ-
ment with heterogeneous UAVs.
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